The key operating parameters of a grazing-incidence optical parametric oscillator (GIOPO) based on b-BaB 2 O 4 pumped by the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser are studied. The bandwidth of the GIOPO is investigated as a function of both the pump-laser bandwidth and the incident angle on the diffraction grating. The efficiency of the device is investigated by measurement of both the depletion of the pump laser and the output of the GIOPO. The results indicate a strong dependence of the bandwidth of the GIOPO on the bandwidth of the pump laser. A qualitative evaluation is given to explain this dependence.
INTRODUCTION
Optical parametric oscillators (OPO's) are very attractive solid-state coherent sources of radiation with extensive tuning ranges and high efficiencies. 1 In practice, however, realizing devices for specific applications has been difficult. Whereas the output from a free-running OPO exhibits a broad spectral bandwidth, many applications require narrow-linewidth, or even single-longitudinalmode (SLM), operation. As with tunable laser sources, one can achieve considerable reduction in the operating OPO bandwidth by injection seeding the OPO cavity with a narrow-band laser 2 or through the use of intracavity elements such asétalons. 3 Another technique for reducing the spectral bandwidth is to use a cavity in a grazing-incidence configuration. 4 This configuration has previously been used successfully to minimize the bandwidth of dye lasers 5 and of titanium-doped sapphire lasers. 6 In these devices, SLM oscillation is obtained with a high-efficiency, high-resolution grating 5 in a short cavity (to maximize the longitudinal-mode spacing) and careful control of the pump-beam diameter. 6 For scanning devices, the pivot point of the tuning mirror is also critical. 7 When these requirements are fulfilled, such a laser cavity will be SLM. However, the same requirements do not seem to be enough to guarantee SLM operation in a grazing-incidence optical parametric oscillator (GIOPO).
The dependence of the OPO bandwidth on the bandwidth of the pump laser is currently not well understood. Bosenberg and Guyer 4 note that a SLM pump laser is required for SLM operation of a potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) OPO, whereas Young et al. 8 state that the resonant wave of an OPO can be significantly narrowed when pumped with a broadband laser if the nonresonant wave is allowed to carry away the excess bandwidth. Also, Burdulis and co-workers 9 found that the product of the pulse duration and the bandwidth of the signal of their frequency-selective OPO based on b-BaB 2 O 4 (BBO) matched that of the pump. They concluded that further narrowing of the signal bandwidth was not possible unless the pump bandwidth was reduced.
Our interest has been to develop a solid-state, tunable, narrow-linewidth source of radiation in the visible region of the spectrum for spectroscopic applications. We have designed a GIOPO based on BBO. In this paper we report on a detailed study of the operation of our GIOPO, with particular emphasis on the dependence of the signal bandwidth on the bandwidth of the pump laser and on the grating angle.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
A schematic diagram of the GIOPO, depicting two crystals in the cavity, is shown in Fig. 1 . The cavity consists of a translatable back mirror, a holographic diffraction grating, and a tuning mirror. Inside the cavity a high reflector for 355 nm is placed behind the crystals to prevent the residual pump light from causing damage to the grating. The reflector is positioned such that a short cavity with the back mirror is not created and the reflected pump beam is not pumping the OPO. The back mirror acts as a high reflector for the signal wave, with maximum reflectivity at 633 nm, and a high transmission for the pump wavelength at 355 nm. The tuning mirror is silver coated, with a surface quality of l͞10. It is mounted on a rotation stage to allow the wavelength to be scanned. The grating has a periodicity of 2400 grooves͞mm and is placed at grazing incidence relative to the cavity axis. The angle of incidence a is indicated in Fig. 1 , where a is the angle between the grating surface and the dashed line perpendicular to the incoming signal beam. Values of a between 88
± and 90 ± were used in this study. During the course of our investigations, both singlecrystal and dual-crystal GIOPO's, as well as two different pump lasers, were used. The single-crystal GIOPO contained a BBO crystal of dimensions 6 mm 3 4 mm 3 14 mm with an optical cavity length of 8 cm, corresponding to a free spectral range (FSR) of 1.9 GHz. The BBO crystal was cut for type-I phase matching, with u 35 ± and f 90 ± . The dual-crystal cavity contained two BBO crystals in a walk-off-compensated configuration. 10 Each crystal had dimensions 6 mm 3 4 mm 3 14 mm and was cut for type-I phase matching, with u 35 ± and 34.7
±
, respectively. The cavity was kept as short as possible but, owing to the mounting of components, the separation of the two BBO crystals could not be reduced to less than 1 cm. The optical cavity length was 12 cm, corresponding to a FSR of 1.3 GHz.
The Nd:YAG pump lasers used were both frequency tripled to 355 nm and were operated in Q-switched mode with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The first laser was a Spectron Model SL804 1614 with a pulse duration of 19 ns and a bandwidth of 30 GHz or, when fitted with two intracavityétalons, 7.5 GHz. The second laser was a Spectra-Physics Model GCR-3 with a shorter pulse duration of 6 ns and a 30-GHz bandwidth or a ϳ90-MHz bandwidth when injection seeded, resulting in SLM operation. In each case, the resulting pump-beam diameter was reduced by a factor of 2 by means of a telescope. The resulting beam diameters taken at the 1͞e 2 values were 1.5 mm for the Spectron laser and 2.5 mm for the Spectra-Physics laser. Table 1 summarizes the GIOPO pumping schemes used. The table contains the bandwidth of the pump laser and its corresponding pulse duration and spot size, with the GIOPO configuration under consideration (indicated by the number of BBO crystals in the cavity). Each pumping scheme was assigned a letter (A -E) that denotes the configuration under discussion in the text.
As the main purpose of the experiments was to investigate and to characterize the different processes that influence the bandwidth of the GIOPO, the bandwidth was measured as a function of the pump-laser bandwidth and the grating angle a. The bandwidth measurements were performed with a pulsed laser spectrum analyzer (Burleigh Model WA-3500). This device consists of twó etalons:étalon A andétalon B.Étalon A has a FSR of ϳ250 GHz and a resolution of ϳ3 GHz.Étalon B has a FSR of ϳ10 GHz and a resolution of ϳ200 MHz. Singleshot spectra are measured by analysis of theétalon fringe pattern. The operating efficiency of the GIOPO was investigated by measurement of the depletion of the pump laser and the output power for different grating angles. The pump depletion measurements were carried out with fast photodiodes (rise time , 0.5 ns) and a 600-MHz oscilloscope (LeCroy Model 9360).
RESULTS
Both linewidth and mode structure of the five different GIOPO configurations listed in Table 1 were studied as a function of grating angle at a signal wavelength of 600 nm. The results for each of the configurations are set out in this section, and their implications are discussed in Section 4.
GIOPO-A had an oscillation threshold of 15 mJ (45 MW͞cm 2 ) at a grating angle of 88 ± . Measurements were carried out at a pump energy of 18 mJ͞pulse. The linewidth of the signal was found to be 11 GHz, and that of the idler was 19 GHz. Both were found to be insen- a Each pumping configuration has a particular letter assigned to it. Information on the pump bandwidth, the pulse duration, the pump spot size, and the number of BBO crystals in the OPO cavity is given for each pumping scheme. The line space in the table divides the two different pump lasers used. sitive to variations in the grating angle a. At 88 ± , the external conversion efficiency, determined by the ratio of the output signal energy to the input pump energy, was found to be 0.1% at 18 mJ͞pulse input energy. The bandwidth of the pump laser was then reduced from 30 GHz to 7.5 GHz by insertion of twoétalons into its cavity. This laser was then used to pump the single-crystal OPO, GIOPO-B. At 18-mJ incident energy, GIOPO-B could not be made to oscillate with grating angles greater than 85 ± . At 85 ± the oscillation threshold was reached, and a signal linewidth of 4.8 GHz was observed. To increase the gain of the OPO, a second crystal was inserted into the cavity. This configuration was then pumped with the 7.5-GHz bandwidth laser, GIOPO-C.
GIOPO-C had an oscillation threshold of 6.2 mJ (18 MW͞cm 2 ) at a grating angle of 88 ± and a conversion efficiency of 2.1% with 18 mJ͞pulse incident energy. At this incident pump energy level, the narrowest signal linewidth observed was 5.8 GHz at a grating angle of 88.7 ± , with a corresponding idler bandwidth of 8.1 GHz. Figure 2 shows the bandwidth of the signal as a function of the grating angle. At a grating angle of 85 ± , a signal bandwidth of 8.7 GHz can be observed from the figure (a corresponding idler bandwidth of 9.0 GHz was seen). Furthermore, the linewidth is seen to fall with increasing grating angle, and only at the largest grating angle is the signal bandwidth smaller than that of the pump.
Using the 6-ns Spectra-Physics 30-GHz laser, we studied the dual-crystal GIOPO, GIOPO-D. A threshold of 8 mJ (27 MW͞cm 2 ) was observed at a grating angle of 88 ± . Linewidth measurements were performed at an incident energy level of 15 mJ͞pulse. Figure 3 is a plot of the signal bandwidth of GIOPO-D as a function of the grating angle. Negligible dependence of the bandwidth on the grating angle was seen, with the signal linewidth remaining approximately 12 GHz for all the measured values of a. The corresponding idler bandwidth was found to be 19 GHz.
GIOPO-E was the dual-crystal OPO pumped with the injection-seeded pump source. The threshold increased to 15.5 mJ, corresponding to 53 MW͞cm 2 , at a grating angle of 88 ± . Linewidth measurements were performed at pump energies of 24 mJ͞pulse. As the measured signal bandwidth was limited by the resolution ofétalon A, the spectral structure was analyzed withétalon B. A typical single-shot measurement of the signal spectrum at 88 ± , taken at a signal wavelength of 600 nm, is shown in Fig. 4(a) . The trace corresponds to the intensity across the center of theétalon fringe pattern.Étalon B resolved the cavity modes, and the figure clearly shows the cavity supporting seven longitudinal modes, with a mode separation that corresponds to a cavity FSR of 1.3 GHz. However, when the grating angle is varied between 88 ± and 90 ± , the number of cavity modes steadily reduces to one or two, varying per shot. This dependence is shown in Table 2 . A single mode was observed on many of the shots at high angles of a, as can be seen in Fig. 4(b) , but stable SLM operation was not obtained. On the occasions that GIOPO-E's operation was single mode, the bandwidth measurement for the mode withétalon B was ϳ300 MHz. Pump depletion was measured for GIOPO-D and GIOPO-E for different grating angles by comparison of the energy of the pump pulse transmitted through the cavity when the GIOPO was oscillating and was misaligned, respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 5 , in which the percentage of pump depletion is given. The pump depletion is seen to decrease with increasing angle of incidence on the grating, resulting from the increasing cavity losses. The highest pump depletion is obtained with GIOPO-E by means of the 90-MHz pump laser. The pulse duration of GIOPO-E is 2.5 ns.
DISCUSSION
These results clearly indicate an interplay of several phenomena controlling the bandwidth of the GIOPO. However, a number of trends do emerge. On reducing the bandwidth of the Spectron pump laser from 30 to 7.5 GHz, we observed a significant decrease in the signal bandwidth from GIOPO-A to GIOPO-B, accompanied by an increase in the oscillation threshold. We must exercise caution when comparing these two results, as GIOPO-B was at threshold while GIOPO-A was 1.2 times above threshold. However, when a second BBO crystal was inserted into the OPO cavity and was pumped with the 7.5-GHz source (GIOPO-C), the signal bandwidth increased to only 7.8 GHz at 88 ± , still significantly less than the 11.0-GHz bandwidth observed in GIOPO-A.
On comparing the results of GIOPO-A with GIOPO-C, we might expect that the larger gain provided by the two crystals, the harder pumping (2.9 times threshold compared with 1.2 times threshold), and the longer cavity length of GIOPO-C would result in a bandwidth comparable with or larger than that observed in GIOPO-A. However, this effect was not observed. Moreover, even at a grating angle of 85 ± , the signal bandwidth of GIOPO-C was only 8.7 GHz. This result leads us to conclude that, in this case, the most significant influence on the observed change in signal bandwidth is the change in pump bandwidth.
A similar dependence was observed when the GIOPO was pumped with the 6-ns Spectra-Physics laser. The results of GIOPO-D and GIOPO-E can be directly compared, as all other parameters were held constant, including the factor above threshold to which each device was pumped. When the pump source was injection seeded, which caused the pump bandwidth to collapse to SLM, the signal bandwidth fell from 11.0 GHz to between one and two longitudinal modes.
Interestingly, GIOPO-A and GIOPO-D both give the same signal bandwidth with a 30-GHz pump bandwidth, and both exhibit an insensitivity to the grating angle. A dependence of the signal bandwidth on the number of cavity round trips might be anticipated, but this was not observed in our GIOPO. However, inasmuch as the comparison is between OPO cavities pumped by different pump lasers, caution must be exercised, particularly because the pump spot size differed in each case.
At this stage, a full theoretical model of the factors influencing the signal bandwidth of the OPO is not available. However, several mechanisms are thought to be important. The gain of the OPO depends directly on the instantaneous intensity of the pump beam. The temporal behavior of the OPO radiation is therefore directly linked to the temporal variations of the pump light. In the multimode pump laser, these variations can take place on a very short time scale (of the order of picoseconds). The generated parametric radiation is therefore strongly modulated, which leads to a broadband signal output. As the pump bandwidth is narrowed, the extent of the temporal modulation diminishes. Ultimately, with the single-mode pump and the corresponding smooth temporal profile, the signal bandwidth is minimized.
The signal bandwidth is also influenced by the directional nature of the phase-matching process. This effect can contribute to the signal bandwidth in two ways.
First, noncollinear phase matching 11 generates angledependent signal frequencies. A range of these frequency components can be supported by the cavity in quasi-closed paths, which undergo lateral displacement across the crystal face with each successive cavity round trip. The frequencies of the noncollinear components are such that diffraction at the grating counters the roundtrip lateral displacement. In other words, the frequencies blue shifted by the noncollinear process impinge on the grating at a lower incident angle and are subsequently diffracted at smaller angles to the resonant axis. Similarly, red-shifted components strike the grating at larger incident angles compared with the resonant axis and, once again, more closely satisfy the resonant condition.
Second, collinear phase-matched off-axis pump frequencies can generate off-axis signal frequencies with quasi-closed paths in the cavity. The explanation for this effect is analogous to that described above. For both these processes, narrowing the pump bandwidth reduces the number of frequency components available for phase matching. 12 However, even with a SLM pump source, stable SLM operation of the GIOPO was not observed. The difficulty in securing stable SLM operation in this GIOPO can be explained by means of the model first reported by Kangas et al. 6 for a grazing-incidence titanium sapphire laser. This model does not take into account the pumplaser bandwidth, as it is not a limiting factor in such a laser oscillator. This is because in laser materials the energy released in the stimulated emission process does not reflect the properties of the absorbed pump energy: the output characteristics are determined only by the cavity parameters and the gain medium. The calculated results indicate that with our experimental configuration it is indeed not possible to obtain SLM operation.
For comparison, the parameters for the GIOPO based on KTP reported by Bosenberg and Guyer 4 give a region in which SLM operation is possible. These authors did observe stable SLM operation in their OPO. According to the model, the condition necessary for stable SLM operation in the GIOPO based on a type-I BBO crystal is a shorter cavity length or a reduction in the pump-beam diameter.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have studied the dependence of the BBO grazing-incidence OPO bandwidth (GIOPO) on the grating angle for three pump bandwidths. With bandwidths of 7.5 GHz and 90 MHz, the GIOPO bandwidth was found to increase with decreasing grating angle. The narrowest signal linewidths attainable were 5.8 GHz (idler 8.1 GHz) and 300 MHz (SLM), respectively, although stable SLM operation has not been obtained, even with a SLM pump source. In the case of the 30-GHz bandwidth-pumped GIOPO, the GIOPO bandwidth was found to be insensitive to the grating angle, with a signal linewidth of 11 GHz (idler, 19 GHz). Pump depletion measurements indicate that the OPO output is maximized with a small grating angle.
The results of this study give information about the dependence of the OPO bandwidth on the pump-laser bandwidth. We have shown that a reduction in the pump bandwidth results in a reduction in the signal bandwidth, in agreement with the prediction of Burdulis et al. 9 We have also found that a SLM pump laser is required for SLM operation of the GIOPO, in agreement with Bosenberg and Guyer. 4 The assumption, however, that the signal time -bandwidth product of a frequencyselective OPO cannot be smaller than that of the pump laser 9 is true only in the case of nearly transform-limited pump bandwidth. We observed this result only for the 90-MHz pump source. Furthermore, as observed by Young et al., 8 we have found that with the multimode 30-GHz pump lasers the nonresonant wave can carry away some of the excess bandwidth for a multimode pump laser.
